
1D Selective NOE  

(also called 1D NOE, DPFGSE-NOE) 

600 MHz ONLY!!  These instructions are meant to be used as a reminder of the procedure shown during 
training with the NMR manager.   

 

Obtain a proton spectrum.  It is important that the probe has been tuned (via atma) and that the shims 
are optimized (Z, Z1, X, Y – or more).  Perform a pulse calibration (pulsecal) and note the correct 90 
degree pulse.    

Determine the peak of interest. Expect this proton to interact via NOE (through space, dipolar coupling) 
with other protons in your material.   Expand on the peak and note the chemical shift.  This will become 
the o1p in your 1D selective NOE experiment.   

Make a new experiment in 2 by typing new.  

Load the 1D NOE parameter set by setting the experiment to SELNOGP.  Remember to select getprosol 
to load the correct pulse calibrations.   

Input the following parameters into this experiment.  You may either type ased and enter them into the 
table or type each parameter name to input the correct values.  Double-check all values for the correct 
units! 

 p1 = value calculated in pulsecal  Length of hard 90 degree pulse 

p12 = 80,000 µs or 80 ms    Length of selective pulse 

 spw2 = 2.84x10-5 W   Power of selective pulse     

 d8 = 0.3 – 1.0 s    Mixing time 

 d1 = 2-10 s     Relaxation time 

 o1p = value from experiment #1  Center of spectrum; peak of interest 

Turn off the spin. 

Type rga; zg to begin the experiment.   The number of scans (ns) MUST be a multiple of 4. Run ALL scans 
for correct phase cycling.  If you get strangely phased peaks, try adjusting the mixing time (d8).  

Repeat with different o1p for other peaks of interest.   

Note:  It is easier to calibrate (reference) the spectrum after the data has been collected.  Go back to 
experiment #1 by typing re 1.  Calibrate the peak and type sr.  Input this sr value in all experiments.  


